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Linear regression



Linear regression

Linear model

ŷ = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x2 + · · ·+ θnxn (1)

In this equation,

• ŷ is the predicted value (for true y)
• n is the number of features
• xi is the i-th feature value
• θ is the j-th model parameter (including the bias term θ0 and
the feature weights θ1, θ2, ..., θn)
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Linear regression

This can be written much more concisely using a vectorized form,

ŷ = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x2 + · · ·+ θnxn (2)
= hθ(x) = θ · x (3)

In this equation,

• θ is the model’s parameter vector, containing the bias term θ0
and the feature weights θ1 to θn

• x is the instance’s feature vector, containing x0 to xn always
equal to 1

• θ · x is the dot product of the vectors θ and x, which is of course
equal to θ0x0 + θ1x1 + · · ·+ θnxn

• hθ is the hypothesis function, using the model parameter θ
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Linear regression

That’s the linear regression model – but how do we train it?

Recall that training a model means setting its parameters so that the
model best fits the training set.

We first need a measure of how well (or poorly) the model fits the
training data.

The most common performance measure of a regression model is
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).

RMSE(X,h) =

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
i=1

(
h(x(i))− y(i)

)2 (4)
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Linear regression

Figure 1: Linear regression: training dataset

Generating training dataset

y ≈ θ0 + θ1x (5)
y = θ0 + θ1x+ ϵ where ϵ ∼ N (0, σ2) (6) 4/34



Linear regression: design matrix

Design matrix (regressor matrix, model matrix, data matrix)

• 훈련 데이터 (sample, example)이 m개

• feature vector x의 차원이 n일 때,

• m개의 sample을 row vector로 한 design matrix X로 표시할 수

있음

y =


y(1)
y(2)
...

y(m)

 θ =


θ1
θ2
...
θn

 (7)

X =


1st sample x̃(1)
2nd sample x̃(2)

· · ·
m-th sample x̃(m)

 =


x̃(1)1 x̃(1)2 · · · x̃(1)n

x̃(2)1 x̃(2)2 · · · x̃(2)n
...

...
...

...
x̃(m)
1 x̃(m)

2 · · · x̃(m)
n

 (8)
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Linear regression: design matrix

그러면, ŷ = θTx의 m개의 sample에 대해 다음과 같이 표현할 수 있음

ŷ = Xθ (9)
y(1)
y(2)
...

y(m)

 =


x̃(1)1 x̃(1)2 · · · x̃(1)n

x̃(2)1 x̃(2)2 · · · x̃(2)n
...

...
...

...

x̃(m)
1 x̃(m)

2 · · · x̃(m)
n




θ1
θ2
...

θn

 (10)


y(1)
y(2)
...

y(m)

 =


x̃(1)

x̃(2)

...

x̃(m)

θ (11)
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Normal equation: geometric approach

Design matrix X의 각 열을 x⃗j라고 하면

ŷ = Xθ =
[

x⃗1 x⃗2 · · · x⃗n
]


θ1
θ2
...

θn

 (12)

= θ1x⃗1 + θ2x⃗2 + · · ·+ θnx⃗n (13)

즉, ŷ는 x⃗1, x⃗2, · · · , x⃗n이 생성하는 hyperplane상에 존재함

Residual또는 error의 크기 ∥y − ŷ∥를 최소화 하려면? 위의 hyperplane
과 error y − ŷ가 서로 수직 (orthogonal)해야함
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Normal equation: geometric interpretation

Residual또는 error의 크기 ∥y − ŷ∥를 최소화 하려면? 위의 hyperplane
과 error y − ŷ가 서로 수직 (orthogonal)해야함

즉, 모든 column vector에 대해서

x⃗j(y − ŷ) = 0 (14)

이 성립해야 함

전체 m개의 sample에 대해서

XT(y − Xθ) = 0 =⇒ XTXθ = XTy (15)
θ̂ = (XTX)−1XTy (16)
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Normal equation: geometric interpretation

𝐱!
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Figure 2: Normal equation: geometric interpretation

Normal equation

θ̂ = (XTX)−1XTy (17)

Projection matrix

ŷ = Xθ̂ = X(XTX)−1XTy (18)
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Normal equation: analytic approach

Sum of squared error (SSE)

SSE =

m∑
i=1

(y(i) − ŷ(i))2 (19)

= ∥y − ŷ∥2 = (y − ŷ)T(y − ŷ) (20)

Using ŷ = Xθ

SSE(θ) = yTy − 2yTXθ + (Xθ)T(Xθ) = yTy − 2yTXθ + θTXTXθ

(21)
∂SSE(θ)

∂θ
= 2(XTXθ − Xy) = 0 =⇒ XTXθ = XTy (22)

Hence, we have

θ̂ = (XTX)−1XTy (23)
ŷ = X(XTX)−1XTy (24)
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Linear regression: cost function

We need to find the value of θ that minimizes the RMSE. In practice,
it is simpler to minimize the sum of squared error (SSE) than the MSE
or the RMSE.

θ̂ = arg min RMSE(X,hθ) = arg min

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
i=1

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)2

(25)

= arg min MSE(X,hθ) = arg min 1

m

m∑
i=1

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)2

(26)

= arg min SSE(X,hθ) = arg min
m∑
i=1

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)2

(27)
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Linear regression: closed from solution

Figure 3: Linear regression: training
dataset

Figure 4: Linear regression: closed
form solution
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Linear regression: computational complexity

Normal equation의 계산

• Normal equation에 의한 예측치 ŷ

ŷ = X(XTX)−1XTy (28)

• X ∈ Rm×n

• XTX ∈ Rn×n

• (XTX)−1의 계산 복잡도 = O(n2.4) ∼ O(n3)
• Feature수의 약 세제곱으로 계산 시간이 증가
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Gradient descent



Gradient descent
Suppose you are lost in the mountains in a dense fog; you can only feel the slope of
the ground below your feet. A good strategy to get to the bottom of the valley quickly
is to go downhill in the direction of the steepest slope. This is exactly what Gradient
Descent does: it measures the local gradient of the error function with regards to the 
parameter vector θ, and it goes in the direction of descending gradient. Once the gra‐
dient is zero, you have reached a minimum!

Concretely, you start by filling θ with random values (this is called random initializa‐
tion), and then you improve it gradually, taking one baby step at a time, each step
attempting to decrease the cost function (e.g., the MSE), until the algorithm converges
to a minimum (see Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3. Gradient Descent

An important parameter in Gradient Descent is the size of the steps, determined by 
the learning rate hyperparameter. If the learning rate is too small, then the algorithm
will have to go through many iterations to converge, which will take a long time (see
Figure 4-4).

120 | Chapter 4: Training Models
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Gradient descent

Derivative
• x의 변화에 대한 f(x)의 민감도

• 한 점 x에서의 기울기

• f : scalar→ scalar

f′(x) = df(x)
dx (29)

Gradient
• Derivative를 다변수 함수로 일반화

• 한 점 x에서의 최대 기울기

• f : vector→ scalar

∇f(x) = ∂f(x)
∂x =


∂f
∂x1
∂f
∂x2...
∂f
∂xn

 (30)

Figure 5: Gradient field
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Gradient descent

Find the value of x where f(x) is
minimum (local or global)
• Find the value x at which
f′(x) = 0

df(x)
dx = 0 (31)

• Sure it’s minimum?

d2f(x)
dx2 > 0 (32)

Figure 6: Local and global minimum
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Gradient descent: optimization method

• 비용함수 (cost function, loss function)
– 모델의 예측치 (추정치)와 실측치 (ground truth)와의 차이

– 드물지만 utility,즉 효용 또는 이득을 정의하기도 함

– e.g., sum of squared error (SSE), cross-entropy등
• 학습 알고리즘 (learning algorithm)

– 훈련 데이터 (training data)를 사용하여 비용 함수를 최소화하는 모델

파라미터를 찾는 방법

• 비용 함수의 최솟값 해법

– 많은 경우 normal equation과 같은 close-form solution을 구할 수

없음

– 반복적 계산을 통해 최적의 파라미터 값을 찾아 나가는 방식을 택함
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Gradient descent: method

예제: ŷ = θx에 대해서 SSE를 cost로 사용하는 경우

J(θ) = θ =

m∑
i=1

(y(i) − θx(i))2 (33)

J′(θ) = −2

m∑
i=1

(
y(i) − θx(i)

)
x(i) (34)

임의의 점 θt에서 −J′(θt)값은 그 점에서 J(θ)가 가장 빠르게 감소하는 방향과

크기를 나타냄

θ1 = θ0 − ηJ′(θ0) (35)
θ2 = θ1 − ηJ′(θ1) (36)
...

... (37)

|J(θt)− J(θt−1)| ≤ ϵ (ϵ은 매우 작은 수)가 될 때까지 반복하여 최적해의 근사값을

구함

여기서 η는 학습률 (learning rate)은 update비율을 조절하는 hyperparameter
(초모수)의 일종
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Gradient descent: learning rate

Figure 4-4. Learning rate too small

On the other hand, if the learning rate is too high, you might jump across the valley
and end up on the other side, possibly even higher up than you were before. This
might make the algorithm diverge, with larger and larger values, failing to find a good
solution (see Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5. Learning rate too large

Finally, not all cost functions look like nice regular bowls. There may be holes, ridges,
plateaus, and all sorts of irregular terrains, making convergence to the minimum very
difficult. Figure 4-6 shows the two main challenges with Gradient Descent: if the ran‐
dom initialization starts the algorithm on the left, then it will converge to a local mini‐
mum, which is not as good as the global minimum. If it starts on the right, then it will
take a very long time to cross the plateau, and if you stop too early you will never
reach the global minimum.

Gradient Descent | 121

Figure 4-4. Learning rate too small

On the other hand, if the learning rate is too high, you might jump across the valley
and end up on the other side, possibly even higher up than you were before. This
might make the algorithm diverge, with larger and larger values, failing to find a good
solution (see Figure 4-5).

Figure 4-5. Learning rate too large

Finally, not all cost functions look like nice regular bowls. There may be holes, ridges,
plateaus, and all sorts of irregular terrains, making convergence to the minimum very
difficult. Figure 4-6 shows the two main challenges with Gradient Descent: if the ran‐
dom initialization starts the algorithm on the left, then it will converge to a local mini‐
mum, which is not as good as the global minimum. If it starts on the right, then it will
take a very long time to cross the plateau, and if you stop too early you will never
reach the global minimum.
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• 반복 (iteration)수를 너무 작게 잡으면 최적해에 도달하지 못하고 멈춤

• 반복 (iteration)수를 너무 크게 잡으면 최적해를 찾고도 시간을 낭비

• Gradient vector의 크기 (norm)가 매우 작은 수 ϵ (tolerance)보다 작을 때

정지

• 비용 함수가 convex하고 경사도가 급하지 않다면 batch gradient descent
알고리즘은 최적해에 도달

• 최적해 도달 시간은 비용 함수에 따라 O(1/ϵ) 만큼 걸림

• 최적해의 정밀도를 높이기 위해 tolerance ϵ을 1/10으로 낮출때마다 실행

시간은 10배씩 늘어남
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Batch gradient descent

Linear regression model ŷ = Xθ

J(θ) = SSE(θ) = ∥y − Xθ∥2 (38)

∇θJ(θ) =
∂

∂θ
J(θ) = 2XT(Xθ − y) (39)

∇θJ(θ) =


∂

∂θ1
J(θ)

∂
∂θ2

J(θ)
...

∂
∂θn
J(θ)

 =


2
∑m

i=1 x
(i)
1

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)
2
∑m

i=1 x
(i)
2

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)
...

2
∑m

i=1 x
(i)
n

(
θTx(i) − y(i)

)

 (40)

Gradient descent step

θt+1 = θt − η∇θJ(θt) (41)

where iteration number t and θ arbitrary initial value
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Batch gradient descent

Figure 7: Learning rate = 0.001, 0.01, 0.0001
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Batch gradient descent: computational complexity

Batch gradient descent algorithm

• 매 스텝마다 batch전체에 대한 계산 필요

• 데이터셋이 커지면 속도가 느려짐

• Normal equation: feature수에따라계산속도가지수적으로느려짐

• Gradient descent: feature수가 늘어도 크게 변하지 않음

Learning rate

• Hyperparameter인 학습률 (learning rate) η가 너무 작은 경우

시간이 오래 걸림

• 너무 큰 경우 최적해를 지나쳐 해를 찾지 못할 수 있음
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Learning schedule

• Constant learning rate
– 보통 0.1, 0.01부터 시작하여 여러 가지 값으로 시험해보며 범위를 좁혀

나감

• Time-based decay

η =
η0

(1 + kt) (42)

η0 : 학습률 초기값, k : hyperparameter, t : iteration

• Step decay
– 정해진 epoch마다 학습률을 줄이는 방법

– 예: 5 epoch마다 반으로, 20 epoch마다 1/10로
– Epoch: 훈련 데이터셋 전체를 모두 사용할 때 =한 epoch

• Exponential decay

η = η0e−kt (43)
η0 : 학습률 초기값, k : hyperparameter, t : iteration
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Stochastic gradient descent

For our linear regression model ŷ = θTx

J(θ) = SSE(θ) =
m∑
i=1

(
y(i) − θTx(i)

)2

=

m∑
i=1

Ji(θ) (44)

θt+1 = θt − 2η
(
y(t) − (θt)Tx(t)

)
x(t) (45)

• 무작위로 선택한 한 개의 sample에 대해서만 gradient를 계산하여

parameter를 update
• sequential learning or online learning
• 대규모 데이터셋을 처리하는데 유리

• 선택하는 사례의 무작위성으로 움직임이 불규칙

• BGD에 비해 local optimum에서 쉽게 빠져나올 수 있음

• 최적해에 도달하지만 지속적으로 요동

• BGD와 마찬가지로 global optimum이라는 보장이 없음
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Mini-batch gradient descent

Once again, you find a solution quite close to the one returned by the Normal Equa‐
tion:

>>> sgd_reg.intercept_, sgd_reg.coef_
(array([4.24365286]), array([2.8250878]))

Mini-batch Gradient Descent
The last Gradient Descent algorithm we will look at is called Mini-batch Gradient
Descent. It is quite simple to understand once you know Batch and Stochastic Gradi‐
ent Descent: at each step, instead of computing the gradients based on the full train‐
ing set (as in Batch GD) or based on just one instance (as in Stochastic GD), Mini-
batch GD computes the gradients on small random sets of instances called mini-
batches. The main advantage of Mini-batch GD over Stochastic GD is that you can
get a performance boost from hardware optimization of matrix operations, especially
when using GPUs.

The algorithm’s progress in parameter space is less erratic than with SGD, especially
with fairly large mini-batches. As a result, Mini-batch GD will end up walking
around a bit closer to the minimum than SGD. But, on the other hand, it may be
harder for it to escape from local minima (in the case of problems that suffer from
local minima, unlike Linear Regression as we saw earlier). Figure 4-11 shows the
paths taken by the three Gradient Descent algorithms in parameter space during
training. They all end up near the minimum, but Batch GD’s path actually stops at the
minimum, while both Stochastic GD and Mini-batch GD continue to walk around.
However, don’t forget that Batch GD takes a lot of time to take each step, and Stochas‐
tic GD and Mini-batch GD would also reach the minimum if you used a good learn‐
ing schedule.

Figure 4-11. Gradient Descent paths in parameter space

Gradient Descent | 129• 훈련 데이터셋을 작은 크기의 무작위 부분 집합으로 나누어서 gradient를
구하는 방법

• 예 100,000개의 데이터 = (mini-batch size 100) × (1,000 mini-batches)
• Batch gradient descent와 stochastic gradient descent(SGD)의 절충

• SGD보다 불규칙한 움직임이 덜함

• SGD보다 local minimum에서 빠져나오기가 상대적으로 더 어려움

• GPU를 통한 매트릭스 연산의 속도를 높일 수 있음
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Linear regression comparison

8 While the Normal Equation can only perform Linear Regression, the Gradient Descent algorithms can be
used to train many other models, as we will see.

9 A quadratic equation is of the form y = ax2 + bx + c.

Let’s compare the algorithms we’ve discussed so far for Linear Regression8 (recall that
m is the number of training instances and n is the number of features); see Table 4-1.

Table 4-1. Comparison of algorithms for Linear Regression

Algorithm Large m Out-of-core support Large n Hyperparams Scaling required Scikit-Learn
Normal Equation Fast No Slow 0 No n/a

SVD Fast No Slow 0 No LinearRegression

Batch GD Slow No Fast 2 Yes SGDRegressor

Stochastic GD Fast Yes Fast ≥2 Yes SGDRegressor

Mini-batch GD Fast Yes Fast ≥2 Yes SGDRegressor

There is almost no difference after training: all these algorithms
end up with very similar models and make predictions in exactly 
the same way.

Polynomial Regression
What if your data is actually more complex than a simple straight line? Surprisingly,
you can actually use a linear model to fit nonlinear data. A simple way to do this is to
add powers of each feature as new features, then train a linear model on this extended
set of features. This technique is called Polynomial Regression.

Let’s look at an example. First, let’s generate some nonlinear data, based on a simple
quadratic equation9 (plus some noise; see Figure 4-12):

m = 100
X = 6 * np.random.rand(m, 1) - 3
y = 0.5 * X**2 + X + 2 + np.random.randn(m, 1)

130 | Chapter 4: Training Models
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Polynomial regression



Polynomial regression

Polynomial regression

• 데이터들이 비선형 관계를 이루고 있을 때

• polynomial의 각 항을 별개의 feature로 간주한 선형 모델과 유사

• 예: x1에 대한 2차 polynomial

ŷ = θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2x21 (46)

Figure 8: Polynomial regression: training dataset
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Polynomial regression: closed form solution

Figure 9: Polynomial regression: closed form solution
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Learning curves: model selection

Learning curves

• 훈련 데이터셋의 크기 또는 반복되는 훈련의 횟수에 따른 training
error와 validation error를 그린 것

• 각 error의 상대적인 변화를 보고 모델을 평가할 수 있음

Figure 10: Linear regression with learning curve (SSE)
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Learning curves: model selection

If your model is underfitting the training data, adding more train‐
ing examples will not help. You need to use a more complex model
or come up with better features.

Now let’s look at the learning curves of a 10th-degree polynomial model on the same
data (Figure 4-16):

from sklearn.pipeline import Pipeline

polynomial_regression = Pipeline([
        ("poly_features", PolynomialFeatures(degree=10, include_bias=False)),
        ("lin_reg", LinearRegression()),
    ])

plot_learning_curves(polynomial_regression, X, y)

These learning curves look a bit like the previous ones, but there are two very impor‐
tant differences:

• The error on the training data is much lower than with the Linear Regression
model.

• There is a gap between the curves. This means that the model performs signifi‐
cantly better on the training data than on the validation data, which is the hall‐
mark of an overfitting model. However, if you used a much larger training set,
the two curves would continue to get closer.

Figure 4-16. Learning curves for the polynomial model

Learning Curves | 13530/34



Regularized linear model



Ridge regression

SSE비용 함수에 model parameter에 대한 penalty를 추가

• 과적합을 방지하면서 model parameter를 가능한 작게 만들도록 함

J(θ) = SSE(θ) + α

2
∥θ∥2 (47)

• Hyperparameter α로 cost의 두 항목 사이의 상대적인 비중을

조절할 수 있음

• Closed form solution θ̂ = (XTX + αIn)−1XTy

13 A square matrix full of 0s except for 1s on the main diagonal (top-left to bottom-right).

Figure 4-17 shows several Ridge models trained on some linear data using different α
value. On the left, plain Ridge models are used, leading to linear predictions. On the
right, the data is first expanded using PolynomialFeatures(degree=10), then it is
scaled using a StandardScaler, and finally the Ridge models are applied to the result‐
ing features: this is Polynomial Regression with Ridge regularization. Note how
increasing α leads to flatter (i.e., less extreme, more reasonable) predictions; this
reduces the model’s variance but increases its bias.

As with Linear Regression, we can perform Ridge Regression either by computing a 
closed-form equation or by performing Gradient Descent. The pros and cons are the
same. Equation 4-9 shows the closed-form solution (where A is the (n + 1) × (n + 1)
identity matrix13 except with a 0 in the top-left cell, corresponding to the bias term).

Figure 4-17. Ridge Regression

Equation 4-9. Ridge Regression closed-form solution

θ = XTX + αA −1   XT   y

Here is how to perform Ridge Regression with Scikit-Learn using a closed-form solu‐
tion (a variant of Equation 4-9 using a matrix factorization technique by André-Louis
Cholesky):

>>> from sklearn.linear_model import Ridge
>>> ridge_reg = Ridge(alpha=1, solver="cholesky")
>>> ridge_reg.fit(X, y)

138 | Chapter 4: Training Models
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Lasso regression

SSE비용 함수에 model parameter에 대한 penalty를 추가

• Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator Regression
(LASSO)

• 중요하지 않은 feature들의 parameter를 완전히 0으로 만드는 경향

J(θ) = SSE(θ) + α

n∑
i=1

|θi| (48)

Figure 4-18. Lasso Regression

An important characteristic of Lasso Regression is that it tends to completely elimi‐
nate the weights of the least important features (i.e., set them to zero). For example,
the dashed line in the right plot on Figure 4-18 (with α = 10-7) looks quadratic, almost
linear: all the weights for the high-degree polynomial features are equal to zero. In
other words, Lasso Regression automatically performs feature selection and outputs a
sparse model (i.e., with few nonzero feature weights).

You can get a sense of why this is the case by looking at Figure 4-19: on the top-left
plot, the background contours (ellipses) represent an unregularized MSE cost func‐
tion (α = 0), and the white circles show the Batch Gradient Descent path with that
cost function. The foreground contours (diamonds) represent the ℓ1 penalty, and the
triangles show the BGD path for this penalty only (α → ∞). Notice how the path first
reaches θ1 = 0, then rolls down a gutter until it reaches θ2 = 0. On the top-right plot,
the contours represent the same cost function plus an ℓ1 penalty with α = 0.5. The
global minimum is on the θ2 = 0 axis. BGD first reaches θ2 = 0, then rolls down the
gutter until it reaches the global minimum. The two bottom plots show the same
thing but uses an ℓ2 penalty instead. The regularized minimum is closer to θ = 0 than
the unregularized minimum, but the weights do not get fully eliminated.
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Appendix



Reference and further reading

• “Chap 4” of A. Geron, Hands-On Machine Learning with
Scikit-Learn, Keras & TensorFlow
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HW #2

Due: 9월 20일 일요일, 23시 59분까지
• python파일이나 jupyter notebook파일을 업로드 해주세요. (압축파일도 가능)
• 라이브러리를 최대한 사용하지 않고 직접 구해봅니다.

• 라이브러리를 사용한 경우는 직접 구한 값과 비교해 봅니다.

강의자료 28쪽의 Figure 9를 구현하세요.

1. 2차 polynomial을 따르는 데이터 200개를 생성하세요. (10점)
2. Closed-form으로 1, 2, 10, 20차의 해를 구하세요. (10점)
3. 각 차수에 대해 batch gradient descent를 통해 해를 구하세요. (10점)
4. 각 차수에 대해 BGD의 iteration마다 SSE를 구하여 그래프로 나타내세요.

(10점)
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